Pulsed mode SEM cathodoluminescence on hybrid perovskite films
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Introduction

Methods

 Hybrid perovskites (ABX3) possess vertical and lateral
heterogeneity at the nanoscale.

The benefits of using a pulsed beam

 An optically driven PM electron gun was used to acquire
more than 30 hyperspectral CL maps

 New techniques aim at understanding the structure-property
relations, especially halide migration and the nature of
defects.

 Electron microscopy enables the local probing of such
properties. However, perovskites are highly sensitive to the
electron beam interaction.[1]

Pulsed mode cathodoluminescence

The effect of beam current and beam mode, a PM or CW,
was studied.

 Using Python-based software LumiSpy, a set of Gaussians
were fitted to the CL maps for the 3 visible phases (Fig. 1a):
Intermediate
degradation phase

650-740 nm
(1.68-1.90 eV)

 The CL signal resembles the pristine perovskite emission
when PM is used (Fig. 1a).

 CL maps were taken at different acquisition conditions.

PbI2
507-518 nm
(2.39-2.45 eV)
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Perovskite
740-760 nm
(1.68-1.63 eV)

 More robust CL emission for the perovskite peak is
observed when a PM electron beam is used instead of a
CW. PbI2 emission is unaffected upon electron dose.

 Fig 1b-c: a smaller spread in PM of the emission peak
position (at similar low-currents).

 Fig 1d-e: PM CL intensity for the perovskite peak is similar
to the intensity in CW at x2 current (at low-currents).

 The local optical heterogeneity of the film is resolved
(Fig. 2). The CL peak properties are more homogeneous
in PM.

 A photodetector can collect the radiative recombination of
carriers upon excitation from an electron beam, called
cathodoluminescence (CL).

 In PM, the intermediate phase emission is weaker. Even
in these optimized conditions, the peak is visible, related
to electron beam induced degradation.[4]

 Recent innovations enabled the use of pulsed mode (PM)
[2]

electron beam sources instead of the well-established
continuous wave (CW) beams.

 In PM, short pulses of higher current than CW excite
many charge carriers, which can saturate non-radiative
recombination sites, leading in stronger CL.

 We investigate the advantages of using a pulsed mode SEM
for CL of triple cation double halide perovskites compositions.

Fig. 2 - Spatially resolved CL maps against lowering beam current. Fitted
peak parameters, and the ratio of the perovskite to the intermediate
phase intensity ratio are shown.

Why pulsed mode cathodoluminescence?
 Optoelectronic characterisation at
higher length scales than PL
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experiment (SE + CL)

 Pulsed mode SEM enables the use of CL mapping on the

 Pulsed beams enable low beam
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more beam-sensitive hybrid perovskite compositions.

doses

 PM enables time-resolved CL

 Hyperspectral images are acquired more robustly in PM

 The sample can relax
electronically and
thermally in between
pulses[3]

and at higher resolution than other luminescence
techniques.
Fig. 1 - (a) Spatially averaged CL spectra for maps from different beam
mode (CW and PM) and beam current. (b-d) Fitted peak parameters
for the perovskite and PbI2 peaks against beam current.

 Pulsed mode SEMs enable time-resolved CL studies.
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